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SKU Designation French Law Colors MSRP

DDZ0044P Black 3-piece stock kit Vente libre Black  285.00 € incl. tax

This kit includes a stock, pistol grip and vertical grip.

Stock:
The Daniel Defense Adjustable Stock is constructed from a proprietary blend of glass-infused polymers and
finished with a soft-touch rubber overmold in strategic locations. The stock is precision formed for mil-spec
receiver extensions to have very little forward or sideways play which is so common in many other stocks.
This eliminates the need for a tension device or friction lock. The result is a durable stock that gives the
shooter a comfortable, repeatable cheek weld and unprecedented firearm control. The stock can be used with
one of the two included buttpads or without any buttpad in order to adapt the rifle to the equipment carried by
the operator. The stops are available in two sizes: a thicker convex shape (0.8") and a thinner concave shape
(0.5"), designed to prevent snagging when carrying the rifle. Limited rotation QD attachment points are
integrated on both sides of the stock for ambidextrous connection to the sling.

Pistol Grip:
The Daniel Defense Pistol Grip is an improvement on the older A2 grip. We designed our handle with
ergonomics and control in mind. Our grip shares the angle of the classic 1911 pistol for the most natural hand
position and comfortable feel. This pistol grip incorporates an oversized trigger guard that covers the gap
between the grip and the lower part of the receiver, which can wear down the shooter's hand and easily
accommodates gloves. Installation is simplified by the fact that the integrated trigger guard does not require a
pin, which reduces the risk of damaging the lower part of the receiver. A soft-touch overmold section
enhances grip, wet or dry.

Vertical handle:
The Daniel Defense Vertical Grip features a soft-touch rubber overmold for better grip, whether wet or dry.
Inside the handle is a double O-ring seal, a sealed storage compartment capable of storing small parts. This
green grip is extremely lightweight and uses a simple yet durable mounting method for 1913 picatinny rail
systems . *Not compatible with KeyMod or M-Lok rail systems.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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